A model study of 3-dimensional localization of breast tumors using piezoelectric fingers of different probe sizes.
Mammography is the only Food and Drug Administration approved breast cancer screening method. The drawback of the tumor image in a mammogram is the lack of tumor depth information as it is only a 2-dimensional projection of a 3-dimensional (3D) tumor. In this work, we investigated 3D tumor imaging by assessing tumor depth information using a set of piezoelectric fingers (PEFs) with different probe sizes which were known to be capable of eliciting tissue elastic responses to different depths and tested it on model tumor tissues consisted of gelatin with suspended clay inclusions. The locations of the top and bottom surfaces of an inclusion were resolved by solving a simple spring model using the elastic measurements of the PEFs of different probe sizes as the input. The lateral sizes of an inclusion were determined as the full width at half maximum of the Gaussian fit to the measured lateral tumor elastic modulus profile. The obtained lateral inclusion sizes were in close agreement with the actual values, and the deduced depth profiles of an inclusion also agreed with the actual depth profiles so long as the bottom surface of the inclusion was within the depth sensitivity of the PEF with the largest probe size. This work offers a simple non-invasive method to predict the extent of a tumor in all 3 dimensions. The method is also non-radioactive.